contact me – Tel: 01384 292396 – so I can put them into the report. I can only report things which I personally hear and would like to put things in which you also know or have news on which you think is of interest.

Let me leave you with this. When you get this report you will probably have or being involved in lots of arguments with members about the condition of Augusta and why your course is not like that. This is just the Annual Augusta Blues. A post Augusta Disorder!

East of England

The first competition of the season was held at Thorney Lakes GC, a new course with plenty of water hazard (hence the name). Thanks to Head Greenkeeper Sid and his staff for an excellent course under the demanding conditions.

The turnout was extremely good for the first competition of the year and hopefully you will show the same support for the rest of the events. All standards of golfers play, so new members are always welcome.

The Thorney competition was sponsored by Peterborough Garden Machinery and it was nice to see sponsor, Alister get off his sick bed to come and support the event. Other sponsors were Fieldcare, Atkins, Rigby Taylors, Barneburnd Purdys, with some wine from Roy Harrison.

It was also nice to have the Regional Administrator, Peter Larter, supporting our event. Peter outlined some forthcoming events and donated some raffle prizes.

Results: (Order of Merit for BIGGA Blazer Points in brackets)
Nearest the Pin: Richard Owen, Boston West, 6 metres

Best wishes to Charlie Macdonald, of Newark GC, who has been appointed the new Course Manager of Crieff GC. Charlie has been a great support of the East of England and will be sadly missed.

SOUTH EAST

The inaugural Regional Challenge Shield was held at Princes Golf Club, Sandwich, on Maundy Thursday. Perhaps an unfortunate choice of date as London, Essex and Kent Sections were unable to raise a team to challenge for this Shield being so close to Easter. East Anglia, Surrey and Sussex however each raised a team of 11 members together with a team made up from trade and guests and enjoyed a marvellous day at this classic links venue.

The event was the brainchild of Chris Allen, Lewes, who is keen that all the Sections within the Region should get to know each other and what better way than a golf match! It is hoped that with a more suitable date this event will become a regular fixture in the Region's calendar.

Generous sponsorship by John Deere and Avoncrop Amenity Products provided a fine array of prizes, John Deere donating a Princes Club Crystal Decanter to each of the 11 members of the winning team with other prize winners picking up prizes courtesy of Avoncrop Amenity Products.

The Regional Challenge Shield and decanters for the team competition was decided on a Stableford with the best ten scores in each team to count with Surrey winning with 301 points.

Best Individual Scores were: 1. Gavin Kyle, 37 pts; 2. Matt Allen, 36 pts; 3. Danny O’Bourke 35 pts; 4. Mark Day, 34 pts. The two nearest the pin prizes were won by Roger Tydeman and Terry Bent. Guest Prize winner, Mike Smith.

The Region’s thanks are due to, not only Chris Allen for organising the event, but to the teams who supported it – particularly East Anglia who travelled such a distance to be there – and last but not least to Princes Golf Club for providing such a wonderful links golf course, bar and catering.

Essex

I recently enjoyed a day at Walton Heath GC for the Gentlemen’s Dinner. The course was in good condition and the organisation was first class as usual. I didn’t see many Essex winners, only me! I won the putting competition so thanks to SISIS for the prize.

The Section held a seminar at Writtle College on March 18 when, at very short notice, Edward Clarkson gave a talk on Symbio. Thanks for stepping into Whatever the season, whatever the weather, this greenkeeper cuts a fine swathe through thick, uneven turf to produce the perfect fairway.

For the new Reelmaster fairway mowers boast many new, innovative features resulting in a cut like never before.

Rugged, powerful and durable, they have the lightest of touches. Their new L-I-N-K-S™ system of floating linkage and individual lift arm dampers hug the turf to get into dips and hollows for a close, all-over cut with no "bobbing", even at speeds in excess of 7mph.

The Reelmaster 6500D, with its 5-gang mower, and the 6700D, a 7-gang mower, both offer impressive cutting technology with all-interchangeable variable speed, automatically controlled reels to handle fast-growing, tough seasonal grasses.

Quiet in operation thanks to Toro’s advanced noise reduction, the powerful 38hp and 42hp diesel engines will help these machines reach inclines other mowers can’t.

To win your stripes, give us a call and we’ll walk your course with you and recommend the best machine for your needs.

You too can trust Toro expertise and quality. Simply telephone 01480 476971 and we’ll arrange for a local dealer to contact you.

TORO DISTRIBUTED BY LELY (UK) LIMITED, STATION ROAD, ST NEOTS, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE PE19 1QH TELEPHONE 01480 476971 FACSIMILE 01480 216167

SO DEDICATED, THEY EARN THEIR STRIPES EVERYTIME.
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Shield was held at Princes Golf Club, Sandwich, on Maundy Thursday. Perhaps an unfortunate choice of date as London, Essex and Kent Sections were unable to raise a team to challenge for this Shield being so close to Easter.

East Anglia, Surrey and Sussex however each raised a team of 11 members together with a team made up from trade and guests and enjoyed a marvellous day at this classic links venue.

The event was the brainchild of Chris Allen, Lewes, who is keen that all the Sections within the Region should get to know each other and what better way than a golf match! It is hoped that with a more suitable date this event will become a regular fixture in the Region's calendar.

Generous sponsorship by John Deere and Avoncrop Amenity Products provided a fine array of prizes, John Deere donating a Princes Club Crystal Decanter to each of the 11 members of the winning team with other prize winners picking up prizes courtesy of Avoncrop Amenity Products.

The Regional Challenge Shield and decanters for the team competition was decided on a Stableford with the best ten scores in each team to count with Surrey winning with 301 points.

Best Individual Scores were: 1. Gavin Kyle, 37 pts; 2. Matt Allen, 36 pts; 3. Danny O’Bourke 35 pts; 4. Mark Day, 34 pts. The two nearest the pin prizes were won by Roger Tydeman and Terry Bent. Guest Prize winner, Mike Smith.

The Region’s thanks are due to, not only Chris Allen for organising the event, but to the teams who supported it – particularly East Anglia who travelled such a distance to be there – and last but not least to Princes Golf Club for providing such a wonderful links golf course, bar and catering.

Derek Farrington

Essex

I recently enjoyed a day at Walton Heath GC for the Gentlemen’s Dinner. The course was in good condition and the organisation was first class as usual. I didn’t see many Essex winners, only me! I won the putting competition so thanks to SISIS for the prize.

The Section held a seminar at Writtle College on March 18 when, at very short notice, Edward Clarkson gave a talk on Symbio. Thanks for stepping into
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Martin Huckleby, of Five Lakes, gave a career talk to sixth formers and further education students at Southend Leisure Centre to help promote the industry in our area and show how professional we all are.

Anyone interested in playing in a summer golf league should contact Mike Fance at Stockbrook Manor GC, Billericay.

It was good to hear from Douglas Parmenter who tells me he is a Jim Arthur fan and at 77 years of age is still reading Greenkeeper International, a wonderful magazine. Thanks for your good wishes and keep reading the magazine Douglas.

We have a few movers and shakers this last couple of months. Martin Dumbrill has moved from Rochford Hundred GC to a course in Austria, as Head Greenkeeper, to be nearer his fiancee. Steve Lawrence has moved from Channels to Suffolk and CC as Head Greenkeeper.

Keith Chinnery, Head Greenkeeper at Colchester GC was married on March 7, congratulations!

We have our first golf meeting on April 22 at Chigwell. This is the Hayter Qualifier. Our next meeting at Writtle College is on May 14 when we have two speakers, Roger Levitt, of Johnsons Seeds, talking on the Life Cycle of the Grass Plant and Andy Cawley, of Dow Elanco talking on Fungicide Functions.

That’s all for this month, don’t let the grass grow too long under your feet!

Dave Wells

East Anglia

Milton College, Cambridge, was the venue for an Education Seminar on March 19. Some 30 people attended the lectures and all heard something of interest to them. Mike Franklin, from Bughton Loam, gave an insight into the at Swaffham and Goolsby and their operating procedures from the types of top dressings and rootzones they supply through to the screening, grading and distribution. The importance of the correct types and use of grass species was the subject of Andrew Hodgeskin, from Johnsons Seeds. With the use of slides showing various trial plots and full planting schemes, a good presentation was given and certainly left all those attending with something to think about the next time they have reason to seed a particular area of their course.

After a good lunch was had by all Lyndon Chulpan, Course Manager of Gog Magog GC, made a presentation taking us through the various stages of the construction of the new 18 hole course at Gogs. With some splendid slides we were shown the work from the initial removal of the top soil through the laying of the greens, tees and fairways and on to the irrigation installation. We were then taken through the maintenance which has brough the course up to the highest standard. John Beck, from Miracle Professional, finished the day with an interesting look at the use of fertilizers. John gave some explanations to the statistics which in some instances threw up some surprises.

March 27 saw the first South East Region team challenge match. Four of the regions sections managed to raise an 11 man team at short notice and had the honour of playing Princes GC at Sandwich in Kent. This true links course with not a tree, gorse bush or sprig of heather was certainly a challenge for all playing on the day and a fair breeze blew which meant that the narrow fairways became even harder to hit. The East Anglia team came fourth out of four teams, but only just! This did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this did not matter too much as I am sure for many it was their first taste of links golf and this.
run a course. However, after some discussion it was felt we should leave this until the early autumn when greenkeepers will have a bit more time and it is more relevant to the type of work we will be doing.

I am indebted to my friend and colleague Mark Ford, from Kingsdown GC, for enquiring about the possibility of running a course for abrasive wheels, their use and maintenance. I am sure practically every club has one but unless you are qualified you are not allowed to change an abrasive wheel. You can use it, but it can only be changed by someone who is qualified to do so. So it should be of great benefit to Course Managers, mechanics and First Assistants to attend such a course which we will be running when we have sufficient numbers. Once again give me a ring and we will get one going, probably at Chippenham College, but other venues my be possible.

Anyone interested in becoming an NVQ assessor should ring Kevin Green on 01179 793127. Kevin has asked me to point out, however, that the courses now being run are only open to Course Managers who have a candidate waiting to be assessed on their staff. If there are any questions regarding this then do not hesitate to give Kevin a ring. He normally gets home from work before 10pm.

The GA Greensomes is coming to Chippenham GC on May 21, so get your names down for that. I have been doing some industrial espionage and can confirm that Chris Sealey’s greens are so sickeningly good it should be worth looking forward to. The next event will be the match against the Secretaries at Long Ashton. Please put your name down for this crucial match and try to keep your handicaps as high as possible. Remember that if you have, or intend, to put your name down for these matches you must make yourself available on the day. There is nothing worse for our secretary and team captain than having desperately to find a team at the last minute after being let down.

My apologies for omitting the preview for Westurf in last month’s article. I can only put it down to youthful inexperience.

Last, but not least, can I congratulate Robin Greaves on his election to the Board of Management at Headquarters. Having shared a room at Harrogate with Robin I feel sure that his enthusiasm and abilities as a communicator will contribute a great deal to the progress of the Association.

Marc Haring
The growth of SWT

Bryan Griffiths, Chairman of Golfconsult International Ltd, looks back at the introduction of a new style of green construction.

In the early 1970s most golfing folk had never heard of the acronym 'SWT'. A few thought it meant "sea-washed turf". It took years for the truth to sink in - that it was a very different thing and a revolutionary step forward. We are discussing the now better known "Suspended Water Table" (SWT) putting green specification. In the beginning there was ill informed scepticism among the British "experts" which was well aired in the golf press.

SWT first hit Europe from America in the 1960s and Britain in the early 1970s. The first three British courses incorporating the earliest version of SWT, all designed by the author, were Staverton Park, in Northants (1976), Dougalston, near Glasgow (1977) and Telford Moat House, in Shropshire (1978). A recent review of their performance in the interim shows that between them they have taken about 2 1/2 million rounds of golf - with no serious problems nor any use of winter greens.

This was not achieved without some initial difficulties for the greenkeepers tending the unfamiliar; inevitably mistakes were made. Happily, to their credit, the greenkeepers then responsible - the three are still there - soon mastered the arts of keeping SWT in superb condition over the next 20 odd years - the oldest in Britain. After this long experience in mature operation and many more since the late 1980s, the burden of proving that SWT is in any way inappropriate for Britain rests with those sceptics mentioned earlier.

With one exception there was a lag of some years before the next generation of SWT greens appeared. That was at Shifnal Golf Club (1929). Being close to Telford, members could try them and were sufficiently impressed to convert their own greens to SWT under the guidance of agronomist Martyn Jones of Myerscough College between 1983 and 1988. He was the first well-informed agronomist advocate of SWT in Britain. With long experience, he has now created SWT test beds for experimental purposes at Myerscough College.

In the early 1990s a veritable surge of new SWT construction began, perhaps sparked off by the so-called "signature" courses by big-name professionals. However, if strict SWT criteria is applied some claims would prove false - such as "sand greens"; US greens and others. There is only one authentic version - built precisely to the USGA (or British equivalent) SWT specification in every small detail. However creating SWT greens is a major (and expensive) construction management challenge. Without the tightest day by day close monitoring of the materials and work, failure is a high risk.

It should be pointed out in fairness that the critics of yesterday have come round to accepting SWT. There is now also a British version - not exactly re-inventing the wheel; more a valid claim for an equal substitute. For those concerned with new (or replacement) greens it would be prudent to do their homework very carefully.

Although there have inevitably been minor modifications along the way to the original USGA SWT specification of the 1960s, the basic formula remains of:
- slit plastic pipe herring bone drainage
- 100 mm gravel raft
- 50 mm coarse sand filter layer
- 300 mm rootzone mix

All to a depth tolerance of plus or minus 10 mm maximum and to strict material specification.

There has always been, as
in Britain

greenkeepers know all too well, the problem of rootzone aeration. Over the years an industry has evolved supplying machinery to slit, spike, verti-drain and otherwise assault putting surfaces, in its simplest form, to get oxygen into the rootzone. Some older greens would hardly survive without this twice yearly brutal assault!

For the fortunate (or perceptive) owners of SWT greens, and more importantly their greenkeepers (which too many owners forget), an innovative and effective solution to deep aeration of SWT greens is at hand. Invented in the US and first used at the Augusta National, the drainage aeration system is here to stay. Unfortunately, older traditional greens are not suitable.

This new system enables air (and oxygen) to be forced through the rootzone, either by pumping in, or extraction via equipment attached to the drainage outlet. Thus it not only oxygenates but also removes the toxic gases so harmful to high quality putting turfgrass.

This perhaps is a clue to the quality of those infamous Augusta greens. According to some published reports, those greens are the famous golf course's last line of defence against today's powerhouse golf game, and the 300 yards plus drives with the new long range golf cannons. The impact of which is both astonishing and even disturbing at the same time. In 1995, young Tiger Woods drove 320 yards on the Par 4 11th of 455 yards, needing 5 irons. No wonder those greens are subject to continuous and effective greens maintenance. SWT is otherwise a waste of money without greenkeeper's expertise.

But readers can appreciate from all this that British golfers can now play SWT greens at home and for the price of a current green fee. Nor should we forget incidentally that the British amateur Gary Wolstenholme beat Tiger Woods in the last Walker Cup at Royal Porthcawl.

Several demonstrations in Britain of the SubAir SWT greens aeration equipment have taken place in the recent months on 25 modern construction greens in various conditions and circumstances and the general findings reflect a pattern of performance. Typically the bottom 50 – 100 mm of the rootzone were in a saturated state. The application of a vacuum on the drainage system removes this saturation, stimulating increased infiltration from the upper level of the profile and induction of fresh atmosphere through the surface. Essentially the system is an acceleration of the natural process of the movement of air and water through soil by means of gravity and atmospheric pressure. An initial complete air exchange within a green, as measured with an electronic soil gas analyser, takes anywhere between 1.5 minutes and two hours depending on conditions. Subsequent treatment time will vary according to seasonal growth conditions and treatment interval. A marked warming of the upper 50 mm of the rootzone was also evident when operating the system in the warmer conditions of the early spring weather this year.

Nowadays we live with continuous change – in golf no less. This latest innovation, either in permanent installation or mobile form, will enhance the largely high quality and all weather characteristics of SWT greens to produce the finest putting surfaces available. There is however one important caveat. The end results are subject to continuous and effective greens maintenance. SWT is otherwise a waste of money without greenkeeper's expertise.

Which is where the experienced greenkeeper makes his entry on the stage – preceding pampered pros and cossetted club members lucky enough to play these superior greens. This is emphatically not to say, by any means, that superb putting surfaces are not produced by greenkeepers on many older traditional greens. How they do it is a mystery to most golfers – amounting to almost disguised genius in some cases. And perhaps this is the reason why, for so long, the unsung greenkeepers, too often with inadequate managerial support, are not as highly valued – and paid – as they undoubtedly deserve.
Hugh Tilley continues his look at aeration, this month concentrating on shallow aeration.

The condition of turf is dictated in large measure by what happens below ground. Aeration is a vital element of the greenkeeper’s work allowing air to get to the roots, and perhaps equally important, surface water to clear. Keeping the top levels of soil open and free of compaction usually requires regular mechanical treatment, this also helps remove thatch.

There are many machines on the market, tractor mounted or self propelled, ride-on or pedestrian – as well as drum type machines which seldom feature on the golf course – and all are offered with a choice of tines and heads. Of course aeration is a total concept and most greenkeepers use a series of machines and programmes in order to achieve their objective thus it would be wrong to view any one machine or programme in isolation.

While most machines use tines worked by cranks to give a vertical motion, there is the Toro Hydroject which uses a water jet to blast holes in the green, and this has the advantage of not leaving debris on the surface. Most of these machines have attachments to row or swath cores so that picking them up is easier, but some manufacturers, such as Ransomes, market their own collecting system. Aeration and coring is inevitably linked to topdressing, often with the top dressing being brushed into the core holes. This may allow the greenkeeper to change the composition of the root zone of the greens – and may even be the prime idea thus more important to some than simply aerating the green. All the machines considered here offered a range of tines, such as coring, solid and slitting, and flexibility over spacing, although to vary lateral spacing it may be necessary to change tine holders. How tines are held into the machine varies, but no-one said that he had trouble keeping tines in. Nor did anyone report difficulty changing tines, most are held in by a pinch bolt, but some use a set stud. As no one was trying to work at greater depth than about four inches (100mm) – imperial measure is the norm – there were few problems of tine breakages or bending. However as all were working on mainly greens there should be few stones. Most greenkeepers also used their aerators on tees and approaches. Several mentioned the fact that vibration is inherent in the process and that vibration could be “a killer” (of the machine) but only one reported this as problem which needed attention, ie regular application of spanners to check tightness.

Changes in distribution have caused Multi-core Aerators to have its own machine made in UK. This totally new model incorporates Ian Waddington’s past experience in this field, and includes several features which he considers to be improvements on the machines which he sold in the past. Two widths are available and both are tractor mounted. While the standard spacing is 6mm, several options are offered and include slitter and mini tine heads. Unfortunately because the machines are so new, Course Managers contacted felt unable to comment and so it has not been possible to include Multi-core in this feature. Incidentally the company has changed the livery and moved headquarters to Wetherby.

Sisis Technicore, at Rowlands Castle Golf Club in Hampshire “Versatile” was a one word answer to why Rowlands Castle have a Technicore. Dennis Ayling, Course Manager, is extremely pleased with the machine which is run behind an Iskki 320 compact tractor. The club has had the machine for two years and bought it after consideration of several rival, which Dennis commented were “tinny”. He has also had satisfactory past experience with Sisis.

Experience with the machine has been that it is fast and gives all the depth needed. The fact that it has a positive action – punching the tines into the ground, and that it is British were plus factors.

There have been no mechanical problems and only tines have needed replacing. The greens are on original soil, and tees are also treated occasionally. Dennis said that in his experience because the underlying subsoil of clay with flint it is essential to work down to the full depth of four inches over a series of uses. Early use trying to attain full depth had resulted in some bent tines. Having used the machine for two years it is now easy to get this full depth – and quicker, treating all greens now takes about a day.

The club has a range of tines including slitting and pencils and as well as using the coring tines in spring and autumn, the pencil tines are used to open up the turf and allow water to penetrate quickly.

Hardi Coremaster 12, at Sonning Golf Club, Berkshire The Coremaster has been on the course for over two years and
was supplied by Risborough Turf - and Course Manager Mark Cheesman commented that the back-up from both Risborough and Hardi has been excellent. In fact the machine has given no problems. One of the primary reasons for the purchase of this particular machine is its system of automatic lubrication - to the main bearings, it uses a pumped oil system which has a visible pressure gauge.

Mark said that it was routine to check the system twice a day, particularly for blockages - which are readily spotted, however no problems have been encountered, nor have oil lines split, and there has been no oil on the grass.

The club has a range of tines, hollow and solid, and quadruple holders with close spaced pencil tines. Normal procedure is to hollow core in autumn, following this with over sowing and top-dressing, and to repeat this coring in the spring. Cores are collected manually. In addition tees and approaches are cored at this time prior to application of a slow release fertiliser. "Quadratining" - using the pencil tines is practised monthly in summer mainly to minimise surface compaction. Mark also stated that this exercise allowed water to penetrate better. He considered that climatic changes over the past years has made this more important than ever before.

Greens are soil based but have no stones to complicate the operation of aeration. Tees and approaches are tined with solid tines in autumn, and the club also undertook some deep tine aeration. Greens are slit weekly in winter.

The club does not have a "set time" machinery replacement policy, thus Mark expects the Coremaster will continue to be operated until it ceases to be eco-
nomic to repair. However there is no sign of this occurring in the near future. He said that the club keeps detailed records on machinery costs, and has a green-keeper/mechanic thus it can control repair costs.

Groundsman Industries, at Harpenden Golf Course
This pedestrian operated machine is, according to Stewart Boyes, very efficient and user friendly. He considers tractor mounted machines too heavy and damaging to greens turf and thus keeps them off. He also likes the fact that the Groundsman is self-contained and this allows it to be taken out at a moment's notice - without all the hassle of having to get a tractor free and attach it. As a result the club spreads its use of the machine rather than trying to do all greens at a single session.

The course was built in 1931 on heavy red clay, thus keeping the surface open for drainage is particular important.

Harpenden's machine is now four years old and has just been thoroughly overhauled and updated by the manufacturer in Ireland. This resulted in several detail improvements. Service support has been extremely good, Stewart commenting that Groundsman Industries was only a phone call away - and usually on-site within a day to attend to the machine.

Ironically on the day Stewart was visited the machine had just broken down - a problem attributed to the flexible coupling on the main shaft - thus it was not able to be taken out for a photograph! In the past it had proved very reliable.

The club has several types of tine, from one inch upwards, in hollow, solid and chisel forms. Hollow coring takes place in spring and autumn, doing six greens over two days per week, this way the number of greens out of play or effected at any one time is minimised. This operation is followed by topdressing using a 70/30 mix and overseeding with bent. Tees and approaches are also cored, but slightly more deeply. Dethatching is seen as the major role in the aeration programme, with the tines only being allowed to penetrate some one inch plus to two inch.

During the summer the greens are treated to slitting using the one inch chisel tines to a three inch depth and this versatility is seen as one of the great advantages of this machine. Another not inconsiderable plus is that it is not an expensive machine, to purchase, maintain nor to run. Cores are swathed and picked up manually.

Maintenance is very simple, greasing round each time the machine is used, as well as checking engine oil. The Kubota GH250 engine has proved reliable and a good starter. A major result of the recent upgrade has been to further reduce the vibration naturally produced by the operation.

John Deere Aercore 1000, at Wernddu Golf Centre, Abergavenny.
Now in its second season the Aercore is used only for greens and has had a remarkable effect on the speed at which water soaks into them. "It has made irrigation so much more effective that wetting turf grass wetting agent

permeate penetrates through thatch and water repellent soil layers to infiltrate the root zone optimising water penetration to critical depths.

permeate can be used as a single lasting application for long lasting results or as a managed programme throughout the year.

permeate is fully compatible with Alleviate tenside hydrophobe technology for the treatment of dry patch and water repellent soils.

Developed and manufactured by:
Service Chemicals plc, 17 Lanchester Way, Royal Oak Industrial Estate, Daventry, Northants, NN11 5PH.
Tel: 01327 704444; Fax: 01327 871154
email: servicechm@aol.com
web pages: http://members.aol.com/servchemuk
Kawasaki Mules are lightweight taskmasters built to tackle the toughest utility duties. Helping you do your job with the greatest speed, ease and comfort.

To experience the power behind the work, call freephone 0800 500245. Or call into your nearest Kawasaki dealer.
Ransomes Ryan GA30, at Bristol & Clifton Golf Club

Head Greenkeeper, John Barr, placed manoeuvrability as the most important feature for the Ryan GA30 at Bristol, but in addition he said it was a fast machine which could comfortably treat 18 greens in a day. This particular machine, supplied by T H White, is now in its second season with no mechanical problems. John said that initially there was some tufting - but it was just a matter of reading the operator manual and adjusting the settings - since then it has been perfect. The club carries out its own servicing.

Soil on Bristol Down - the club is close to the Westurf venue - is sandy limestone, and while drainage is little problem, thatch can build up and there can be surface compaction. As well as greens the machine is used for tees. Some greens and tees have steep bank surrounds and these require exceptional manoeuvrability. John said that the Ryan GA30 scored on this because it could turn so well, and this probably meant a large time saving which gave it an overall work rate to equal any tractor mounted machine.

STANDARD GOLF

For over 100 years Cooper Pegler has been selling high quality, multi-purpose pressure sprayers to commercial growers and turf management professionals. From the hugely successful CP Series Knapsacks and Multi-Pack units to the new Mounted, Barrow and Trailed machines, with tank size options up to 300 litres, Cooper Pegler's sprayers, spares and accessories are readily available through a national network of specialist distributors.